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The Dark Matter Problem
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Plank Collaboration (2016)
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The Dark Matter Problem
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The Dark Matter Search

18 D. Bauer et al. / Physics of the Dark Universe 7–8 (2015) 16–23

Fig. 1. Dark matter may have non-gravitational interactions with one or more of four categories of particles: nuclear matter, leptons, photons and other bosons, and other
dark particles. These interactions may then be probed by four complementary approaches: direct detection, indirect detection, particle colliders, and astrophysical probes.
The lines connect the experimental approaches with the categories of particles that they most stringently probe (additional lines can be drawn in specific model scenarios).
The diagrams give example reactions of dark matter (DM) with standard model particles (SM) for each experimental approach.

to discriminate against backgrounds. Depending on the target
material, experiments can be sensitive to (a combination of) spin-
dependent and spin-independent WIMP interactions with matter.
The sensitivity of the current generation of detectors for spin-
independent (spin-dependent) cross sections for scattering off
protons is approaching �

p

SI ⇠ 10�45 cm2 (� p

SD ⇠ 10�39 cm2)
for WIMP masses of ⇠100 GeV, with orders of magnitude
improvement expected in the coming decade [42]. In the last years
a number of experiments have reportedpotential signals that could
be interpreted as very light (10 GeV) DM particles. Although this
interpretation is still inconclusive, it greatly motivates designing
experiments with low threshold energies.

Axions also have strong prospects for direct detection. Cos-
mological and astrophysical constraints restrict the allowed axion
mass range to be between 1 µeV and 1 meV. In a static magnetic
field, there is a small probability for cosmologically produced ax-
ions to be converted by virtual photons to real microwave photons
by the Primakoff effect [44]. This would produce a monochromatic
signal with a line width of dE/E ⇠ 10�6, which could be detected
in a high-Q microwave cavity tunable over GHz frequencies. In the
near future, these searches will be sensitive to models with axion
mass⇠ µeV, which is the favoredmass range if axions are a signif-
icant component of dark matter.

3.2. Indirect detection

In contrast to direct detection experiments, indirect detection
efforts do not aim to detect dark matter particles themselves. In-
stead, they attempt to detect the standard model particles that are
produced in their annihilations or decays. Signals for indirect de-
tection experiments include photons (gamma rays, X-rays, radio),
neutrinos and cosmic rays (including positrons, electrons, antipro-
tons, and antideuterons). Many types of detectors and telescopes
have beendesigned anddeployedwith these goals inmind, ranging
from space- and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and cosmic-
ray detectors, to large underground, under-ice, and underwater
neutrino telescopes [45]. Current and planned indirect search ex-
periments are listed in [46].

Motivating the existing and planned indirect detection efforts
is the characteristic annihilation cross section of WIMP thermal
relics. Although the precise value of this cross section depends
on a number of model-dependent features, WIMP candidates that
annihilate to the correct relic density to be dark matter typically
have average cross sections (multiplied by the relative velocity of
the annihilating WIMPs) of h�vi ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�26 cm3/s.

Excitingly, indirect detection experiments have started to reach
the level of sensitivity required to discover WIMPs with this an-
nihilation cross section (thermal WIMP). Current constraints from
the FermiGamma-Ray Space Telescope observations of someMilky
Way satellite galaxies have begun to exclude the low-mass region
of some thermal WIMP models [47]. On the other hand, there are
excesses seen in gamma rays andmicrowaves towards the Galactic
Center that are remarkably consistent with a thermal WIMP dark
matter interpretation, though other explanations have not been
ruled out.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray antiproton spectrum from
PAMELA also constrain some of the thermal WIMP models, with
further results expected from AMS-02 experiment on the Interna-
tional Space Station. Above about 10 GeV, there is an excess in the
cosmic-ray positron flux which is seen by PAMELA, Fermi and the
AMS-02 experiments. This has been interpreted as a sign of dark
matter annihilating to leptons, although nearby pulsars could also
provide an explanation. The indirect detection of dark matter is a
major science goal of the kilometer-scale neutrino telescope Ice-
Cube as well. In contrast to other indirect searches, neutrino tele-
scopes are most sensitive to WIMPs that annihilate in the core of
the Sun. Current constraints from IceCube data have begun to ex-
clude otherwise viable WIMP models.

Indirect searches are not limited to dark matter in the form
of WIMPs. Sterile neutrinos, for example, are predicted to decay,
leading to potentially observable X-ray spectral lines [48]. Solar
axion searches are sensitive to axions produced in the Sun (because
of their coupling to photons) which then convert in the magnetic
field of the detector [49].

3.3. Particle colliders

Darkmattermay also be produced in high-energy particle colli-
sions. For example, if dark matter has substantial couplings to nu-
clear matter, it can be created in proton–proton collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Once produced, dark matter particles
will likely pass through detectors without a trace, but their exis-
tencemay be inferred froman imbalance in the visiblemomentum,
just as in the case of neutrinos. Searches for dark matter at the LHC
are therefore typified by missing momentum, and can be catego-
rized by the nature of the visible particles that accompany the dark
matter production. Because backgrounds are typically smaller for
larger values of missing momentum, collider searches tend to be
most effective for low-mass dark matter particles, which are more
easily produced with high momentum.

Bauer et al. [arXiv:1305.1605]

Snowmass: Cosmic Frontier Report
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approach that shows a high-
confidence positive signal of dark 
matter.
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The Observatory for Multi-Epoch Gravitational Lens Astrophysics 
The OMEGA Explorer Science & Mission Design Book, Summer 2010 
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Figure xx. Kris Sigurdson suggested plot captions: OMEGA is a unique probe of 

multiple dark matter models. This means that when combined with other constraints 

(from direct detection and colliders) the "gravitational detection" of dark matter by 

OMEGA can provide orthogonal/complementary microphysical constraints to other 

detection platforms (indirect detection, direct detection, colliders). 

 

 

(Priya N.’s notes – awating actual plots etc.) 

Dark Matter Physics & Density fluctuations in the Universe on Small Scales: What can 

OMEGA do? 

 

OMEGA will probe density perturbations on scales about two orders of magnitude 

smaller than that currently possible [assuming subhalo mass function to 1000 Msun]. In 

doing so, it will either discover the cut-off in these perturbations due to dark matter 

particle properties predicted by many models, or allow the inflationary potential to be 

mapped out.   

 

I.   Imprint of particle properties of dark matter on the linear power spectrum of density 

perturbations. 

 

OMEGA will be sensitive to any particle physics property that leads to the fluctuations in 

density being erased on scales of order kpc or larger. In conjunction with direct and 

indirect detection experiments and the Large Hadron Collider, OMEGA will be able to 

inform the following fundamental questions in cosmology and particle physics. 

             

How was dark matter produced in the early universe?  
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Deviations from Cold Dark Matter would be detected in the 
abundance of the smallest structures.

Small Scale Structure

Galaxies SC
Stars, MW, & Local Volume SC

Although Not much dark matter fundamental science mentioned in their Roadmap
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Small Scale Structure: 
Local Volume

DECam Installed

SDSS Begins

LSST (Projected)
2014)

?

?

Keith is going to talk about this much more…

Galaxies SC
Stars, MW, & Local Volume SC
Informatics & Statistics SC
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Gaps in Stellar Streams

Galaxy formation is expected to turn off for halo masses <108 M�; 
gaps in stellar streams may allow us to probe lower masses.

Galaxies SC
Stars, MW, & Local Volume SC

Belokurov, Erkal, and Koposov 2016
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Small Scale Structure: 
Strong Lensing

Figure 1: The detection of a dark-matter dominated satellite in the gravitational lens system
B1938+666 at redshift 0.881. The data shown here are at 2.2 micron and were taken with the
W. M. Keck telescope in June 2010. Additional data sets at 1.6 micron, from the Keck tele-
scope and the Hubble Space Telescope, are presented in the Supplementary Information. Top-left
panel: the original data set with the lensing galaxy subtracted. Top-middle panel: the final re-
construction. Top-right panel: the image residuals. Bottom-left panel: the source reconstruction.
Bottom-middle panel: the potential correction from a smooth potential required by the model to
fit the data. Bottom-right panel: the resulting dimensionless projected density corrections. The
total lensing potential is defined as the sum of an analytic potential for the host galaxy plus the
local pixelized potential corrections defined on a Cartesian grid. The potential corrections are a
general correction to the analytical smooth potential and correct for the presence of substructure,
for large-scale moments in the density profile of the galaxy and shear. When the Laplace opera-
tor is applied to the potential corrections and translated into surface density corrections, the terms
related to the shear and mass sheets become zero and a constant, respectively. A strong positive
density correction is found on the top part of the lensed arc. Note that these images are set on
a arbitrary regular grid that has the origin shifted relative to the centre of the smooth lens model
by ∆x = 0.024 arcsec and ∆y = 0.089 arcsec. When this shift is taken into account the position
of the density correction is consistent with the position of the substructure found in the analytic
re-construction (see Supplementary Information).

3

Vegetti et al. (2012) [1201.3643]

Narrow-line flux ratios in HE0435 5
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Figure 1. Demonstration of the forward modelling method used to infer spectral parameters. Note that the image contrasts have been
altered between images to highlight different features. Panel i) Drizzled F140W image, arrow indicates North. Panel ii) Interlaced
G141W grism image, with light dispersed along the x-axis of the F140W image. QSO spectra (A-D) are labeled. They overlap with
spectra from the ring, the main deflector (G) and the spiral galaxy (G1). Blue arrows indicate the location of narrow [OIII] 4959 and
5007 Å emission which are partially blended at this resolution. Column iii) MCMC proposed 1D spectra for four of the seven components
labelled in panel i. Each of the QSO images A-D has a separate model spectrum (shown in Figure 3), only spectrum A is shown here.
Column iv) Model direct images for each separate spectral component, described in Section 3.1. The central QSO pixels are masked
in the ring model to account for noisy PSF subtraction in this region. Column v) Model 2D grism images for each spectral component
generated from convolving the model spectra in column iii with the model direct image in column iv. Panels vi, vii) Final, combined
model direct image and model grism image, generated from the sum of columns iv and v respectively (and the other three QSO images
not shown). Colours are the same as in columns iii, iv and v. The goodness of fit is calculated by the �2 difference between true and
model 2D G141 images.

dence for variations in the broad Fe velocities between im-
ages, and so kept them fixed for our final analysis, however
we allowed the Fe amplitudes to vary independently from
the H� amplitudes.

Unlike the broad and continuum emission, narrow [OIII]
and H� emission come from a sufficiently extended source
(greater than tens of parsecs) to not be affected by either
stellar microlensing or intrinsic variability (Moustakas &
Metcalf 2003; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2011; Bennert et al.
2006b,a). Owing to this, we assume that both the line widths
and the relative amplitudes of [OIII] and narrow H� should
be constant between the lensed images. We model the [OIII]
doublet and H� narrow-lines as Gaussians, and assume that
they have the same redshift, which is valid given the spectral
resolution of the grism. The ratio of the [OIII] doublet 4959
and 5007 amplitudes is fixed to the quantum-mechanically
predicted value of 1/3.

The 1D models for the deflector, ring and G1 spectra are
modelled as straight lines over the short wavelength region
of interest, with amplitudes and slopes as free parameters.
We do not find evidence requiring the inclusion of emission
or absorption features in any of these spectra relative to the
measurement uncertainties and given the brightness of the
QSO spectra (see e.g. Figure 2).

We assume that the image fluxes are not affected by
differential dust extinction. In the rest frame of the lens,
the [OIII] emission lines lie at roughly ⇠ 9300 Å. At this
wavelength, total dust extinction in lens galaxies, and early-
type galaxies in general, is typically of order only a few hu-

dredths of a magnitude (e.g Falco et al. 1999; Ferrari et al.
1999), which is well within our overall flux measurement
uncertainty. This assumption is further supported by the
similarity of the broad-band optical colours of the images
(Wisotzki et al. 2003). The images also have mutually con-
sistent CIV (lens rest frame ⇠ 2790 Å) and H� (lens rest
frame ⇠ 9300 Å) broad-line flux ratios.

3.3 Inference of QSO spectral parameters

We infer the probability distribution of the parameters of the
1D spectral models using a Bayesian forward modelling ap-
proach with the emcee Markov Chain Monte Carlo software
package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). For each step, the
MCMC algorithm proposes parameters for the 1D spectra
of all seven distinct spectral components (four QSO images,
the main galaxy, the lens ring and G1). We then simulate
dispersed images of each separate component and add them
to generate a full model 2D grism image. Finally, the �2

of the fit is computed relative to the original 2D interlaced
image. Figure 1 illustrates how the model 2D direct image
components are dispersed into the model 2D grism image
for each MCMC step.

4 SPECTRAL FORWARD MODELLING
RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the 1D model, data and residual ‘traces’ for
the four lensed QSO images. These traces are obtained by in-

c� 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

Nierenberg et al. (2017) [1701.05188]

3 x 107 M� 1 x 108 M� 3 x 108 M�

Flux Ratio  
Anomalies

Mass Modeling 
Anomalies

200 Galaxy-Galaxy Lenses 
Identify with LSST — followup 
with other instruments

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/LSSTDarkMatter/blob/master/stronglens/SubstructureLikelihood.ipynb

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/LSSTDarkMatter/blob/master/stronglens/SubstructureLikelihood.ipynb
Strong Lensing SC
DESC

https://github.com/LSSTDESC/LSSTDarkMatter/blob/master/stronglens/SubstructureLikelihood.ipynb
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Galaxy Clusters
Non-Interacting Dark Matter

Self-Interacting Dark Matter
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Galaxy Clusters

W. Dawson

(Rocha et al. 2012)(Clowe et al. 2006) (Jee et al. 2012) (Bradac et al. 2008) (Dawson et al. 2012)

Observations

Figure 1: Dissociative clusters studied by scientists involved in this proposal (“Sample 1”). The pink
regions map the X-ray emitting gas in the clusters, and the blue regions denote the mass (mostly dark
matter) distribution in the clusters as inferred from strong and weak lensing. The rightmost panel shows
the phase-space density of a merging cluster in a SIDM simulation with �DM = 1 cm2 g�1. Sources from
left to right: Clowe, Bradač et al. (2006); Jee et al. (2012a); Bradač et al. (2008); Dawson et al. (2011);
Merten et al. (2011); Rocha et al. (2012). Baby Bullet is also known as MACS J0025.4-1222 and Pandora’s
Cluster is also known as Abell 2744.

around due to gravity and eventually come into equilibrium with the other components, but this
is outside the time window of interest here.) To a first approximation the position of the DM, as
inferred from gravitational lensing, matches that of the galaxies, which constrains the collision-
ality of dark matter (Clowe et al., 2006; Markevitch et al., 2004). If DM is collisional in nature,
interactions between DM particles will cause particles in the lower-mass halo to recoil out of the
halo, which reduces the mass and central density of, and creates a drag force on, the lower-mass
halo. This will change the expected separations between the galaxy, DM, and hot gas components
in a cross section-dependent way, as well as reduce the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) of the lower-mass
halo (Markevitch et al., 2004; Randall et al., 2008).

This argument has so far excluded dark matter self-interaction cross sections2 (�DM) above
⇥ 1 cm2 g�1 (Randall et al., 2008). This probably overstates our knowledge because many
important details have not been simulated (see below), but this is still a very large cross section
in particle-physics terms, consistent with the hidden-sector DM models cited above. Remarkably,
we know so little about DM that we still have not ruled out self-interaction comparable to the
strong nuclear force! Beyond the particle-physics motivation, the self-interacting dark matter
(SIDM) hypothesis has been motivated by astrophysical observations:

(i) SIDM would explain the dynamics of dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) around the Milky
Way. In �CDM simulations of Milky Way-mass galaxies, each realization has of order ten subhalos
which are denser than any known Milky Way dSph (Boylan-Kolchin et al., 2012). Moreover, stellar
kinematic data from the best studied dSph indicate that these galaxies have cored density profiles,
in contrast to WIMP �CDM predictions that these dSph should have cuspy DM density profiles
(Walker & Peñarrubia, 2011; Wolf & Bullock, 2012; Navarro et al., 2004). SIDM would reduce the
central density of and create cores in the subhalos, so that the known luminous dSph would live
in the most massive of the Milky Way’s subhalos (Rocha et al., 2012). Otherwise, one must argue
that many of the densest and most massive subhalos failed to form stars while lower-mass subhalos
did form stars and host the observed dSph. It is the tension between the data and the higher-
density simulated subhalos which most strongly argues for SIDM. A recent analysis of SIDM
simulations by Rocha et al. (2012) suggests that a SIDM cross section �DM ⇥ 0.1 � 0.5 cm2g�1

would lead to the correct central density and core size for the Milky Way dSph.
(ii) Analyses of stellar kinematics in low surface brightness (LSB) and dwarf galaxies continue

to suggest that these galaxies have central densities and density profiles more consistent with the
presence of dark-matter cores than the �CDM prediction of cusps (Simon et al., 2005; Kuzio de

2We follow the convention of quoting the cross section per unit mass. If and when the mass of the DM particle
is identified, this can be converted to a cross sectional area.

2

Figure 2: Known dissociative mergers as a function of the date on which their dissociative nature was
confirmed. Blue boxes indicate clusters for which we have already analyzed the data (Sample 1, Figure 1).
We propose to analyze the remaining clusters (“Sample 2”) consistently, and to confirm of order ten new
clusters, in order to constrain SIDM with an ensemble spanning the relevant merger parameter space.
Newly confirmed systems not shown: AS1063 and SPT-CL J2032-5627.

Naray et al., 2008; Oh et al., 2011). In the same analysis that found that �DM ⇥ 0.1�0.5 cm2g�1

would produce DM cores of the right size and density for the Milky Way dSph, it was found
that this range of cross section also yields appropriate density profiles for LSB and dwarf galaxies
(Rocha et al., 2012).

(iii) Recent observations of the ellipticity of the surface densities (Richard et al., 2010) and
the central density profiles (Newman et al., 2012b,a) of massive galaxy clusters suggest that a
cross section of �DM ⇥ 1 cm2g�1 is too large (Rocha et al., 2012; Peter et al., 2012). However,
cross sections in the range �DM ⇥ 0.1 � 0.5 cm2g�1 may be consistent with these observations.
In particular, after carefully modeling out the baryonic content of a set of seven galaxy clusters
Newman et al. (2012a) find that the central (within 50 kpc) DM density profile is more consistent
with a core or shallow cusp, characteristic of SIDM, than with a �CDM steep cusp.

These observations suggest that SIDM is astrophysically interesting (in the sense that it pro-
duces measurable changes to dark-matter halos) if its cross section is velocity independent and in
the range �DM ⇥ 0.1 � 0.5 cm2g�1. A detection of �DM in this range would explain a variety of
astrophysical observations and open a new window to hidden-sector extensions to the standard
model of physics. Conversely, a nondetection of SIDM by experiments sensitive to this range
would render the SIDM hypothesis astrophysically uninteresting. We propose a comprehen-
sive, rigorous program of observations and simulations of dissociative cluster mergers
to detect or rule out �DM to < 0.1 cm2g�1.

This program has become possible because the accelerating discovery of dissociative mergers
(Figure 2) enables testing of SIDMmodels against a ensemble of dissociative mergers which spans a
wide range of subcluster masses and time since closest approach. The time is right: compute power
and expertise in running SIDM simulations are now capable of performing detailed simulations of
a large ensemble of dissociative merger analogs in a fully cosmological framework with a variety
of SIDM cross sections. To carry out this program, we have assembled a team of observers and

3
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• Many probes related to 
the galaxy cluster 
mass profile 
• Wobbling BCGs 
• Splash back radius 
• Core/Cusp 

• Follow up 
(spectroscopic, space-
based, and multi-
wavelength, etc.) will 
be important
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Galaxy Clusters
Merger directions
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• Photon-axion 
conversion can happen 
in the vicinity of charged 
particles and magnetic 
fields  

• Axions offer an 
alternative (and faster) 
mechanism for cooling 
the interiors of stars.
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Axions

8 Georg G. Raffelt

Fig. 1. Color-magnitude diagram for the globular cluster M3, based on 10,637
stars [50]. Vertically is the brightness in the visual (V) band, horizontally the dif-
ference between B (blue) and V brightness, i.e. a measure of the color and thus
surface temperature, where blue (hot) stars lie toward the left. The classification
for the evolutionary phases is as follows [51]. MS (main sequence): core hydrogen
burning. BS (blue stragglers). TO (main-sequence turnoff): central hydrogen is ex-
hausted. SGB (subgiant branch): hydrogen burning in a thick shell. RGB (red-giant
branch): hydrogen burning in a thin shell with a growing core until helium ignites.
HB (horizontal branch): helium burning in the core and hydrogen burning in a shell.
AGB (asymptotic giant branch): helium and hydrogen shell burning. P-AGB (post-
asymptotic giant branch): final evolution from the AGB to the white-dwarf stage

within about 10% [10, 11]. Of course, with modern data these results likely
could be improved. Either way, a reasonably conservative limit is

gaγγ < 10−10 GeV−1 . (18)

It is comparable to the CAST limit (17), but applies for higher masses. The
relevant temperature is about 10 keV so that significant threshold effects begin
only at about ma ! 30 keV. For QCD axions the coupling increases with mass
so that the limit reaches to even larger masses.

In the helium-burning core, convection and semi-convection dredges he-
lium to the burning site so that 25–30% of all helium is burnt during the HB
phase. Therefore, while the standard theoretical predictions depend on a phe-
nomenological treatment of convection, there is limited room for additional
energy supply, even if the treatment of convection were grossly incorrect.

Figure 5. White dwarf luminosity functions for different axion masses: ma cos2 β = 0 (solid
line), 5 (dashed line) and 10 (dotted line) meV.

1987, 1988) as ea = 1.08 × 1023αZ2/AT 4
7 F , where F is a function of the temperature and the

density which takes into account the properties of the plasma, α = g2
ae/4π is related to the axion-

electron coupling constant gae = 2.8× 10−11ma cos2 β/1 eV. Since the core is almost isothermal,
La ∝ T 4 in the region in which axions are the dominant sink of energy. The thick solid line
represents the photon luminosity (Salaris et al 2000). For the region of interest Lγ ∝ Tα,
with α ∝ 2.6, although this value changes as the white dwarf cools down. The thin solid line
represents the neutrino luminosity (Salaris et al 2000) — which scales as Lν ∝ T 8 — and is
also dominated by the plasma and bremsstrahlung processes. Therefore, since the temperature
dependence of the different energy-loss mechanisms is not the same, the luminosity function
allows to disentangle the different contributions.

Figure 4 shows that in the region Mbol ∼ 10 the axion luminosity is not negligible
when compared with the photon and neutrino ones. It also shows that the region around
Mbol ∼ 12 provides a solid anchor point to normalize the luminosity function because there
the observational data have reasonably small error bars, models are reliable, neutrinos are not
relevant and axions, if they exist, are not dominant.

4. Results and conclusions
Figure 5 displays the luminosity function for different axion masses, a constant star formation
rate and an age of the Galactic disk of 11 Gyr. As already mentioned, it is important to remember
that the bright branch of the luminosity function is not sensitive to these last assumptions. All
the luminosity functions have been normalized to the luminosity bin at log(L/L⊙) ≃ −3 or,
equivalently, Mbol ≃ 12.2. The best fit model — namely that which minimizes the χ2 test in
the region −1 > log(L/L⊙) > −3 (that is, 7.2 < Mbol < 12.2), which is the region where both
the observational data and the theoretical models are reliable — is obtained for ma cos2 β ≈ 5.5
meV and solutions with ma cos2 β > 10 meV are clearly excluded (Isern et al 2008). Figure 6
displays the behavior of χ2 as a function of the mass of the axion for different normalization
points. In all cases, χ2 displays a pronounced minimum for masses in the range of roughly 2 to
6 meV except for l = 2.51 and 2.67 that are compatible with ma = 0. However, as it can be
seen from figure 6, both points deviate from the behavior of the neighbouring values.

Ratio of Number of Stars in Red Giant 
Branch vs Horizontal Branch (Helium 
Burning)

Raffelt 2006 [0611350]Isern et al. (2008) [0812.3043]

M3 Globular Clusterma cos
2 � = 0meV

ma cos
2 � = 5meV

ma cos
2 � = 10meV

Axion cooling increasing white dwarf cooling 
rate shifting the white dwarf luminosity 
function

Stars, MW, & Local Volume
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MACHOs

Will is going to talk about this much more…

12 Li et al.

few tens of solar masses to be the main component of
the dark matter in the universe (Clesse & Garćıa-Bellido
2015).
In addition to constraints on MACHOs, Eri II may

also o↵er an opportunity to constrain the density profile
of dark matter halos, addressing the so-called “cusp-core
problem”. Historically, cosmological simulations (Dubin-
ski & Carlberg 1991; Navarro et al. 1996) predict that
dark matter halos should have a cuspy central density
profile. However, observational results have consistently
pointed to shallower profiles (e.g., de Blok et al. 2001;
Walker & Penarrubia 2011; Adams et al. 2014), and the-
oretical calculations have been developed to explain why
cusps are not found (e.g., Governato et al. 2012; Pontzen
& Governato 2012; Di Cintio et al. 2014). In these mod-
els, dark matter cores arise from gravitational interac-
tions between dark matter and baryons, and should oc-
cur in dwarf galaxies that underwent multiple vigorous
episodes of star formation. Crnojević et al. (2016) show
that Eri II is possibly the least massive dwarf galaxy
that is known to have an extended star formation history
and therefore its density profile may also be a↵ected by
baryons. The star cluster of Eri II may o↵er potential
to constrain the dark matter profile of Eri II through
survivability arguments (see, e.g., Cole et al. 2012) and
could provide an independent probe of the dark matter
profile shape. A better understanding of the dark matter
distribution at small scales will help us understand how
the dwarf galaxies we observe today are linked to the
primordial population of dark matter subhalos predicted
by ⇤CDM cosmology.

5. SUMMARY

We obtained Magellan/IMACS spectroscopy of stars in
the recently-discovered Milky Way satellite Eridanus II.
We identified 28 members based on the radial velocities
of 54 stars in the vicinity of Eri II. Of the confirmed
members, 16 stars have large enough S/N to measure
their metallicity.
We find a systemic velocity of vhel = 75.6±1.3 (stat.)±

2.0 (sys.) km s�1 (vGSR = �66.6 km s�1) and a ve-
locity dispersion of 6.9+1.2

�0.9 km s�1. The mass within

the half-light radius of Eri II is M1/2 = 1.2+0.4
�0.3 ⇥

107 M�, corresponding to a dynamical mass-to-light ra-
tio of 420+210

�140 M�/L�. The mean metallicity of Eri II
is [Fe/H] = �2.38 ± 0.13, with a metallicity dispersion
of �[Fe/H] = 0.47+0.12

�0.09. Both the dynamical and chemi-

cal evidence show that Eri II is a dark matter-dominated
dwarf galaxy.
The negative velocity of Eri II in the Galactic Stan-

dard of Rest frame implies that it is moving towards
the Milky Way. Eri II is therefore either falling into the
Milky Way potential for the first time, or it has recently
passed the apocenter of its orbit. By identifying subhalos
in dark matter-only simulations that are consistent with
the line-of-sight velocity and distance of Eri II, we show
that Eri II is very likely bound to the Milky Way and it is
mostly likely on its second infall with an eccentric orbit.
Future measurements of its proper motion will better
constrain its orbit and confirm its origin. Furthermore,
our measurements of radial velocities show that none of
the candidate blue loop stars we observed are associated

Figure 10. Constraints on MACHO dark matter following the
prescription of Brandt (2016), assuming that the Eri II star cluster
is located at the center of the Eri II dark matter potential. Col-
ored curves mark exclusion regions for the maximum fraction of
dark matter (fDM) in MACHOs for a given MACHO mass. The
solid yellow curve corresponds to the limits derived from the ob-
served 3D velocity dispersion of �3D = 12 km s�1 and implied
central dark matter density of ⇢ = 0.15 M� pc�3. As a compari-
son, the limit derived from �3D = 8 km s�1 and ⇢ = 0.02 M� pc�3

from Brandt (2016) is shown as the dashed yellow curve. Since the
increase in �3D makes the constraint looser (i.e., shifts the curve
rightward) and the increase in ⇢ makes the constraint stronger
(i.e., shifts the curve leftward), the combination of the two leads to
similar results despite di↵erent �3D and ⇢ values. The red curve
shows the MACHO constraint assuming that an intermediate mass
black hole (IMBH) with mass of 1500 M� resides at the center
of Eri II. Magenta and blue hatched contours correspond to mi-
crolensing constraints from the EROS (Tisserand et al. 2007) and
MACHO (Alcock et al. 2001) experiments, respectively. The green
hatched curve corresponds to constraints from the stability of wide
binary stars (Quinn et al. 2009). Note that the MACHO limits
from these experiments extend to much smaller and larger masses
than are displayed in this plot.

with Eri II. We therefore conclude that there is no evi-
dence for recent star formation (⇠250 Myr) in Eri II.
Though Eri II is not a promising target for indirect

searches for WIMP annihilation due to its distance, it
o↵ers a unique opportunity to constrain MACHO dark
matter because of the existence of a central star cluster.
Our spectroscopic analysis provides a direct measure-
ment of the mass and density of the Eri II’s dark matter
halo, and therefore provides more precise constraints on
the abundance of MACHO dark matter. Moreover, the
existence of the star cluster may also o↵er an indepen-
dent probe to constrain the dark matter density profile.

This paper has gone through internal review by the
DES collaboration. We thank the anonymous referee
for suggestions that substantially improved the quality
of the paper. T.S.L. and J.D.S. thank Dan Kelson for
many helpful conversations regarding IMACS data re-
duction. T.S.L. acknowledges support by the Mitchell
Institute Fellowship from Texas A&M University and
the Leon Lederman Fellowship from Fermilab. J.D.S.
acknowledges support from the National Science Foun-
dation under grant AST-1108811. J.G.B. acknowledges
support from Centro de Excelencia Severo Ochoa SEV-
2012-0234 and SEV-2012-0249. E.B. acknowledges finan-
cial support from the European Research Council (ERC-

• BBN and CMB set strict limits 
on the fraction of dark baryons 

• Recent discoveries by LIGO 
have renewed interest in 
primordial black holes, which 
would not be counted in the 
baryon budget 

• This has caused the 
community to resist previous 
constraints on primordial black 
holes (discarding some and 
adding others) 
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FIG. 1. Residual maps in the CFHTLenS W1, W2, W3, and W4 fields, where residual is defined

as the fluctuation in the EGB photon count map from its mean value. In each panel, the color-scale

bar shows both the positive and negative difference between the EGB count map and the mean

of each field indicated above the panels: 0.66, 0.70, 0.86, and 0.20 in W1, W2, W3 and W4 fields,

respectively. Overlaid by thick lines are the average ellipticities of source galaxies over 1 deg2

with arbitrary scaling. The circles represent the point-source masked regions. For visualization

purposes, a Gaussian smoothing is performed on the map with a width of 0.6 deg.
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Figure 9. Upper limits (95% confidence level) on the DM annihilation cross section derived from a combined analysis of the nominal
target sample for the bb̄ (left) and ⌧+⌧� (right) channels. Bands for the expected sensitivity are calculated by repeating the same analysis
on 300 randomly selected sets of high-Galactic-latitude blank fields in the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity
while the bands represent the 68% and 95% quantiles. Spectroscopically measured J-factors are used when available; otherwise, J-factors
are predicted photometrically with an uncertainty of 0.6 dex (solid red line). The solid black line shows the observed limit from the
combined analysis of 15 dSphs from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours and marker show the best-fit regions (at 2� confidence)
in cross-section and mass from several DM interpretations of the GCE: green contour (Gordon & Macias 2013), red contour (Daylan et al.
2016), orange data point (Abazajian et al. 2014), purple contour (Calore et al. 2015). The dashed gray curve corresponds to the thermal
relic cross section from Steigman et al. (2012).

sensitivity is a factor of ⇠ 1.5 for hard annihilation spec-
tra (e.g., the ⌧+⌧� channel) compared to the median
expected limits in Ackermann et al. (2015b). More pre-
cisely determined J-factors are expected to improve the
sensitivity by up to a factor of 2, motivating deeper spec-
troscopic observations both with current facilities and fu-
ture thirty-meter class telescopes (Bernstein et al. 2014;
Skidmore et al. 2015).

The limits derived from LAT data coincident with con-
firmed and candidate dSphs do not yet conclusively con-
firm or refute a DM interpretation of the GCE (Gor-
don & Macias 2013; Daylan et al. 2016; Abazajian et al.
2014; Calore et al. 2015). Relative to the combined anal-
ysis of Ackermann et al. (2015b), the limits derived here
are up to a factor of 2 more constraining at large DM
masses (mDM,bb̄ & 1 TeV and mDM,⌧+⌧� & 70 GeV)
and a factor of ⇠ 1.5 less constraining for lower DM
masses. The weaker limits obtained at low DM mass
can be attributed to low-significance excesses coincident
with some of the nearby and recently discovered stellar
systems, i.e., Reticulum II and Tucana III. While the
excesses associated with these targets are broadly con-
sistent with the DM spectrum and cross section fit to
the GCE, we refrain from a more extensive DM interpre-
tation due to the low significance of these excesses, the
uncertainties in the J-factors of these targets, and the
lack of any significant signal in the combined analysis.

Ongoing Fermi -LAT observations, more precise
J-factor determinations with deeper spectroscopy, and
searches for new dSphs in large optical surveys will each
contribute to the future sensitivity of DM searches using
Milky Way satellites (Charles et al. 2016). In particular,
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008)
is expected to find hundreds of new Milky Way satellite
galaxies (Tollerud et al. 2008; Hargis et al. 2014). Due to
the di�culty in acquiring spectroscopic observations and
the relative accessibility of �-ray observations, it seems
likely that �-ray analysis will precede J-factor determi-
nations in many cases. To facilitate updates to the DM

search as spectroscopic J-factors become available, the
likelihood profiles for each energy bin used to derive our
�-ray flux upper limits will be made publicly available.
We plan to augment this resource as more new systems
are discovered.

After the completion of this analysis, we became aware
of an independent study of LAT Pass 8 data coincident
with DES Y2 dSph candidates (Li et al. 2016). The �-ray
results associated with individual targets are consistent
between the two works; however, the samples selected for
combined analysis are di↵erent.
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Local Dark Matter Density

Figure 2: A century of measurements of ⇢dm. In all cases, I assume the same matter density
and surface density of ⇢b = 0.0914M� pc�3 and ⌃b = 55M� pc�2 (Flynn et al., 2006). Values
derived from a surface density rather than a volume density have a blue filled circle; red data
points indicate the use of a ‘rotation curve’ prior (see §3.5.1). The green data point is derived
from Garbari et al. (2012) assuming a stronger prior on ⌃b = 55 ± 1M� pc�2 (see §5). All
error bars represent either 1� uncertainties or 68% confidence intervals. Overlaid are: ⇢dm,ext

extrapolated from the rotation curve assuming spherical symmetry (grey band); the launch
dates plus 5 years for the Hipparcos and Gaia astrometric satellite missions; and the start date
plus 5 years of the SDSS and RAVE surveys. Where no error bar was calculated for a given
measurement, there is simply a horizontal line through that data point. All data and references
(including definitions of abbreviations) are given in Table 4.

6

2 Mao et al.

scatter from the uncertain position of the Earth within a
given halo. We further identify the largest uncertainties
that currently exist in our understanding of the VDF
at the location of the Earth in our Galaxy, and quan-
tify their relevance for inferences from direct detection
experiments.

2. UNIVERSAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN
SIMULATIONS

To identify the relevant physical quantities which af-
fect the VDF and to quantify scatter in the distribu-
tions among different halos in cosmological simulations,
we must examine a large number of halos across a wide
range of mass. We also need high resolution to reduce
sampling error and distinguish differences in VDFs for
different parameters.
In this study, we use halos from the Rhapsody and

Bolshoi simulations; state-of-the-art dark-matter-only
simulations with high mass resolution. Rhapsody con-
sists of re-simulations of 96 massive cluster-size halos
with Mvir = 1014.8±0.05M⊙h−1. The particle mass is
1.3× 108M⊙h−1, resulting in ∼ 5× 106 particles in each
halo. This simulation set currently comprises the largest
number of halos simulated with this many particles in a
narrow mass bin (Fig. 1 of Wu et al. 2012). Bolshoi is
a full cosmological simulation, with similar mass resolu-
tion, 1.3 × 108M⊙h−1. For detailed descriptions of the
Rhapsody and Bolshoi simulations, refer to Wu et al.
(2012) and Klypin et al. (2011) respectively.
We use the phase-space halo finder Rock-

star (Behroozi et al. 2011) to identify host halos
at z = 0. The masses and radii of the halos are
defined by the spherical overdensity of virialization,
M(< rvir) = 4π

3 r3vir∆virρc, where ∆vir = 94 and ρc is
the critical density. We examine the VDFs at a range
of radii. A VDF at radius r uses all particles within a
spherical shell centered at the halo center with the inner
and outer radii of 10±0.05r, so that the ratio of the shell
width to the radius is fixed. In each shell, we assign
the escape velocity (vesc) as the spherically-averaged
vesc of all particles in the shell. We have verified
that vesc determined from this method is consistent
with the same quantity deduced from the best-fitting
spherically-averaged smooth density profile.
We fit each halo with an NFW density profile,

ρ(r) =
ρs

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (2)

where rs is the scale radius at which the log–log slope is
−2. The fit uses maximum-likelihood estimation based
on particles within rvir. The halo concentration is defined
as c = rvir/rs.
Fig. 1 shows the VDF at different values of r/rs. The

value of r/rs affects the shape of VDF dramatically. The
peak of the distribution is a strong function of r/rs. If
instead the velocity is normalized by the circular veloc-
ity at each radius rather than the escape velocity, this
trend will be slightly weakened but still significant. This
trend in r/rs is not surprising because the VDF heav-
ily depends on the gravitational potential. If the density
profiles of simulated halos can be described by the NFW
profile, which is a function of r/rs only (up to a nor-
malization constant), the VDF should mostly depend on

Figure 1. Solid colored lines show the stacked velocity distribu-
tion for 96 halos in Rhapsody, at different values of r/rs: (from left
to right) 0.15 (blue), 0.3 (red), 0.6 (green), 1.2 (magenta). Bands
show the 68% halo-to-halo scatter in those VDFs. Dashed and dot-
ted colored lines indicate the same values of r/rs in Bolshoi with
halos of Mvir ∼ 1012 and 1013M⊙h−1 respectively. The VDFs of
low-mass halos are cut at the head and tail due to limited particle
number, and their scatter is not shown. The SHM (v0 = 220 km/s
and vesc = 544 km/s) is shown for comparison (black).

r/rs until the isolated NFW potential breaks down at
large radius.
The above trend is robust for halo masses down to

∼ 1012 M⊙, as shown by the Bolshoi simulation in
Fig. 1. The scatter of the VDFs in the low-mass halos
considered is somewhat larger due to resolution. How-
ever, when the high-mass halos are downsampled to have
the same particle number, the spreads in the stacked
VDF are comparable to the low-mass halos. We further
investigated the impact of a variety of parameters char-
acterizing the halo on the shape of the VDF, and found
that for a fixed value of r/rs, the halo-to-halo scatter in
the VDFs is not significantly reduced when binning on
concentration, shape, or formation history. A detailed
discussion on this halo-to-halo scatter is in Section 4.

3. MODELS OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

The dark matter velocity distribution in halos is set
by a sequence of mergers and accretion. The pro-
cess of violent relaxation (Lynden-Bell 1967) may be
responsible for the resulting near-equilibrium distribu-
tions observed in dark matter halos and in galaxies.
These near-equilibrium distributions explain why ex-
isting VDF models (see e.g. Frandsen et al. 2012), in-
cluding the Standard Halo Model (SHM), King model,
the double power-law model, and the Tsallis model,
are all variants of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion. Recent studies have shown that the widely-
used SHM, which is a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion with a cut-off put in by hand, is inconsistent
with the VDF found in a handful of individual simu-
lations (Stiff & Widrow 2003; Vogelsberger et al. 2009;
Kuhlen et al. 2010; Purcell et al. 2012) and in the study
of rotation curve data (Bhattacharjee et al. 2012). The
double power-law model was proposed to suppress the
tail of the distribution, by raising the SHM to the power
of a parameter k (Lisanti et al. 2011). The Tsallis model
replaces the Gaussian in Maxwell–Boltzmann distribu-
tion with a q-Gaussian, which approaches to a Gaussian

Mao et al. (2012) [1210.2721]
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Understanding the dark 
matter distribution in our 
Galaxy is essential for 
interpreting results from 
direct detection experiments

Stars, MW, & Local Volume



According to the SRM, the goal of DESC is to:  
“use of LSST to study observable signatures 

of ‘dark sector’ physics, including dark energy, 
dark matter, neutrinos, and signatures of 

inflation”
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Dark Matter in DESC?

However, many of the topics discussed today 
have significant overlap with other LSST 

science collaborations

Does dark matter science benefit from having a 
single home, and should DESC be that home? 

DOE P5 Report: “Elucidate the nature of dark matter interactions using cosmic surveys (2016–2025).” 



•  One example: Many dark matter studies 
will analyze point-like sources (local group, 
MACHOs etc.) 
• Model and examine stars in DC1/DC2 
• Star/Galaxy separation 
• Deblending in crowded fields 
• Photometric calibration (SLR, ubercal, 

etc.)
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How to Integrate with DESC?

Will has a longer list in his to talk; topic for discussion…
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How to Integrate with DESC?

A concrete example (and some dirty 
laundry from DES)…  
Stars: a canary in a coal mine



Slack Channel:  
#desc-dark-matter 

Email List:  
<lsst-desc-darkmatter@slac.stanford.edu> 

Github Repo:  
https://github.com/LSSTDESC/LSSTDarkMatter 

Living Bibliography:  
https://www.overleaf.com/10295894rskjrcqgwntz 
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Some Resources

https://lsstc.slack.com/messages/C4THJHURX
mailto:lsst-desc-darkmatter@slac.stanford.edu
https://github.com/LSSTDESC/LSSTDarkMatter
https://www.overleaf.com/10295894rskjrcqgwntz



